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in principle, however, you don't have to use all 26 letter combinations, simply
because the choice of letters is not random. for example, in english, the letter s is
three times more likely to be used than any other letter (the actual ratio varies
slightly between 1.32 and 1.33). it is interesting to note that that's also the ratio of
occurrence for the most frequently used password w (1 in 3,100) and a (1 in 2,966).
it makes sense because those letters are the root of many important words, such as
water and father. this effect, known as the "letter frequency effect", doesn't affect
all the 26 letters equally: it is particularly strong for s, w and a. therefore, in english,
w is three times less likely than z to be used in a password. this effect is known to
occur across languages and governs their lexicon because it ensures that people
don't use certain words for naming everyday objects (and use these words with
different meanings), such as speaking of a "pancake" instead of speaking of
"breakfast" z. the 24 letters that are less used in an english lexicon (such as j, x, q,
z, l) do not follow this pattern, instead having a ratio of occurrence of 0.92. the
result is a complete balance in which the use of every letter is equally probable.
another phenomenon that influences the choice of passwords is phonology. people
tend to think that the particular structures they use are likely to appear in a
password because they associate them with the particular pronunciation of the
words they chose. for example, using /3f/j/ makes the word "frog" sound like the
word "sulfur", and so on. phonology occurs when a combination of letters is used to
form a word whose pronunciation can be recognized with the help of the letters
used. these pairs of letters that happen to be pronounced alike—like /sj/, /ag/ and
/1g/ —are known as phoneme pairs. they do not have to be similar in shape,
however, as long as they both convey the same sound. this phenomenon is called
cognitive bias.
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one possible approach to detecting such brute force attacks is to add a small delay
between each hash. (if too short, the resulting delay is noticeable by the user, and if
too long, the delay may work against the attacker because by the time the server is

ready to calculate the next hash, the attacker will be trying that same one again,
with the same result as the first try.) however, this approach does not prevent the
attacker from going on to try every other possible hash, one after another, so the

delay must be small enough to render a simple attempted brute force attack
impractical. hashing the password with sha-2 before using it to calculate the

fingerprint ensures that the hash is unique. however, the hash can still be copied
because a digest is a representation of data with no inherent structure or order. a

computer cannot discern any particular algorithm used to generate a hash, although
it can recognize the algorithm. copycats can use whatever algorithm they please to
make a new hash identical to the original one. a hacker can make changes to the
data used to generate the hash and still preserve the hash itself. phishers take

advantage of users' good intentions. for example, if the user thinks she is accessing
a secure web site because she is downloading legitimate content (such as software

or firmware), she will be more likely to enter the password. the phisher will then
assume she is legitimate and thus be able to gain access to whatever information
she has come to the page to take. in 2013, a group of attackers compromised at
least 13,000 routers and tricked them into connecting to a fake dhcp server. the
fake dhcp server was configured to start a telnet daemon that implemented the

password-based authentication methods used by broadband providers to manage
their adsl and cable modem connections. by force-installing the windows dhcp client
, the group also obtained administrative privileges on the targeted victim machines.

these privileges were then used to install a modified version of firmware that
covertly changed the dchp ip address, or lease time, of the device it was installed
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